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Biography
Local practice
Real Estate

Related legal services
Civil Law
Civil Litigation
Litigation and Dispute Resolutions
Arbitration

Hugo has a solid background in Civil and Civil Litigation matters, as well
as in Arbitration. He has advised companies, Government agencies and
individuals on legal procedures and arbitration on civil matters during his
professional career, as well as constitutional, administrative, corporate
and commercial matters. Hugo, moreover, has participated in the design
and execution of negotiating strategies aimed at terminating the extrajudicial and judicial controversies of the Firm's different clients
(companies, natural persons, NGOs and ENIEX), the latter having been
done through an out-of-court agreement. He has vast experience in
consultancy regarding obligations, civil liabilities, insurance, and
contracts in general.

Education


Graduate School, Universidad Peruana de Ciencias Aplicadas,
Certification in Concessions Law, Lima, 2012.



Universidad ESAN, III Specialized Program for Executives,
Corporate Law, Concession Contracts Course, and APPs, Lima,
2011.



Cambridge International Consulting, Negotiation Workshop, Lima,
2011.



Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Peru, Law Degree, Lima, 2007.

Admission


Lima Bar Association, 2008.

Experience

Estudio Echecopar
Av. La Floresta 497
Piso 5 San Borja

Associate at Estudio Echecopar since 2007.

Representative legal matters


Advised companies, Government agencies and individuals on
judicial procedures and arbitrations on civil matters, as well as on
constitutional, administrative, corporate and commercial matters in
general.



Designed negotiation strategies aimed at resolving disputes of our
clients, through the execution of out-of-court agreements.
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Estudio Echecopar is a member of Baker & McKenzie International, a Swiss Verein.



Experienced in advising on civil liability matters and contracts in
general.



Widely experienced in the management and sponsorship of a vast
number of procedures including extrajudicial conciliation and,
afterwards, collection lawsuits initiated by different banking entities
in order to demand compliance credits from the debtors (natural
person and companies), as well as tangible and intangible
guarantees.



Advised an important foreign company in the hydrocarbon
distribution sector in processes of the execution of arbitration
awards, the annulment of the awards and bankruptcy proceedings.



Participated in legal due diligences of private companies and Stateowned companies that are involved in activities in the fishery,
agriculture, hydrocarbon, mining and retail sectors in the framework
of the financing operations and acquisitions of these.



Provided legal advice to non-profit legal persons, as well as to the
private entities of International Technical Cooperation (ONGD-Peru
and ENIEX), with regards to holding cooperation agreements,
contracts in general, and extrajudicial transactions.



Participated in legal and arbitral causes, in matters of real rights,
construction contracts, commercial contracts, insurance, obligations
and civil liability. He has also, in regards to the matters previously
mentioned, provided consultancy that have ended with the
presentation of legal reports.



Advised different Investment Funds in complex proceeding of
property titling sanitation and the acquisition of these. Moreover, he
has provided specialized advice in the design of contracts for
construction projects.

Additional information
Teaching experience



Assistant Professor of Contracts – General Part, Law School,
Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Peru.



Workshop leader, Academic Investigation course, General Studies
in Humanities, Pontificia Universidad Catolica del Peru.
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